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Miley Cyrus urges fans to #ShowYourLayers in collaboration with Magnum ice cream (10)
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Miley Cyrus is encouraging fans to #ShowYourLayers in a new collaboration with Magnum ice cream.  The superstar singer will perform a special virtual concert experience, mastered in 8D sound, to show the world her diverse layers.  She will perform some of the biggest hits from her recent album ?Plastic Hearts? at the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  She will also treat fans to an exclusive cover of 80s hit ?Midas Touch? by Midnight Star, but her version will be ?Miley?s Touch?.  Both Miley and Magnum share the belief everyone should be able to pursue what brings them true pleasure, to embrace the layers that make them unique and proudly share them with the world.  Miley said: ?The greatest super-power we have is our individuality.  ?My biggest pleasure in life is music and I?m so excited to be performing in 8D for you all. I hope this campaign with Magnum ice cream inspires everyone to embrace their own layers and proudly go after whatever it is that brings them pleasure.?  The ?Miley In Layers? virtual concert experience will stream on YouTube on June 10 at 2.30pm EST and can be watched by tuning into www.youtube.com/mileycyrus  It will also be available for streaming on the Magnum ice cream Instagram channel @Magnumicecream until June 17.  It will be broadcast using immersive 8D sound technology which, when played through a set of headphones, creates the sensation Miley is live in the room with fans.  The campaign was shot by U.S. fashion photographer and director Vijat Mahindra.  More information is available at magnumicecream.com/showyourlayers, @MagnumIceCreamUS on Facebook and @MagnumIceCream on Twitter and Instagram.  *MANDATORY BYLINE MUST CREDIT: MAGNUM ICE CREAM/VIJAT MOHINDRA/MEGA.  07 Jun 2021  Pictured: Miley Cyrus promotes the Miley x Magnum virtual concert experience.  Photo credit: Magnum Ice Cream/Vijat Mohindra / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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